
From the Pacific coast to the Andes and the Amazon, journey through the vivid,  
ever-changing landscapes and cultures of this highlight of South America
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The 15th-century 
Inca citadel of 
Machu Picchu is 
thought to have 
taken thousands of 
labourers around 
50 years to build



above from lefT Drinking chicha, 
made from fermented maize; 
fresh scallops at the fish market; 
a winner of the annual Mercado  
di San Miguel competition
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Explore mountains, jungles and Inca ruins on this 1,100-mile itinerary, setting out 
from coastal Lima to reach the Inca heartlands high in the Andes, then down to the 

Amazon rainforest before re-ascending to the arid Altiplano and Lake titicaca

LIMA
Best for street food
miles into your trip: 0
BA And iBeriA fly from the uk to limA viA mAdrid or 
miAmi, Air frAnce viA pAris And klm viA AmsterdAm.

the duo hotel Boutique, in Lima’s San Isidro 
area, is a family-owned hotel with white-
painted rooms with fresh flowers (from £80; 
duohotelperu.com). In Miraflores district,  
try the stylish Sol de oro hotel, with slick 
modern design and ocean or city views  
(from £105; soldeoro.com.pe).

WHERE TO STAY

Duo Hotel Boutique
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LIMA
Best for street food

the raucous markets of the 
Peruvian capital are the place 
to sample its delectable street 
food – now appearing on 
menus all over the world.

It’s 5am and the pre-dawn sky casts a cool 
blue glow over the quiet streets of Lima. Yet 
in the southern outskirts of the city, in the 
scrappy residential district of Villa Maria 
del Trifuno, the Terminal Pesquero fish 
market is already raucous with activity. 

Big plastic containers brim-full with fish 
crash to the ground and the crunching 
sound of ice being shovelled on to trestled 
stalls fills the air. Under an echoing ceiling 
of corrugated iron, sellers shout the virtues 
of the wares before them, an ocean of 
seafood glistening under fluorescent lights. 
There are yellow-striped tuna, sea bass with 
scales the colour of apricots, and red-bellied 
piranhas from the Amazon, their pointed 
teeth displayed in a ferocious-looking 
underbite. Spiky, fist-sized sea anemones 
are stacked like softballs, and armies of 
purplish crabs are piled into buckets, some 
still waving their tiny claws. 

This is the largest fish market in Lima, 
where the freshest catches from the Pacific 
and inland rivers are brought in the huge 
trucks that now line the market’s walls.  
It is not glamorous, yet this hectic space 
provides the seafood that has sparked a 
culinary revolution. From London and 
Paris to New York and Hong Kong, one of 
the most popular new restaurant trends is 
Peruvian street food, particularly seafood 
dishes such as ceviche – slices of raw fish 
cured in the acid of lime juice.

Here, however, restaurateurs  
from Lima’s most exclusive dining 
establishments must jostle with local 
housewives, and all are interrupted at 
intervals by sharp barks of ‘Permiso!’ as 
trolleys stacked high with salmon or 
octopus barrel through.  

Juan Jesus Choquecota Cubas casts an 
expert eye over proceedings at the filleting 
station – a glass-walled space on one side of 
the market where a platoon of white-hatted 
workers expertly gut and slice fish into 
delicate strips. Juan is a third-generation 
fishmonger and helps the team hand-fillet  
an astonishing six tonnes of fish each day.  
‘I love this work,’ he says, wiping his fishy 
hands with a scrap of paper towel, ‘because I 
know that we are doing our part for Peruvian 
gastronomy. It makes me very proud.’

Over in the San Miguel district near  
the centre of town, a large white marquee 
houses the Mercado di San Miguel – a 
weekly array of food stalls showcasing the 
district’s best home cooking. The line-up is 
chosen in a prestigious annual competition 
at the town hall, and only those cooks with 
the very best dishes have the honour of 
serving at the Mercado for the following 
year. Aurora Placencia, a 57-year-old, 
three-time champion, arranges her award-
winning ceviche on a decorative plate  
with slices of fresh lime. ‘There’s no 
competition,’ she says, her cocky grin 
revealing front teeth framed in gold.

The stalls are soon crammed with 
Peruvian dishes found on menus across the 
world – braised octopus, sea bass doused  
in citrus ‘tigre de leche’ (tiger’s milk) and 
sizzling pork belly. Alongside are more 
exotic local specialities such as chicken-
blood soup, and cuy – grilled guinea pig. 

At midday, the place begins to fill with 
shoppers emerging from the nearby mall. 

MAnu  
nATIOnAL PARk
Best for  
conservation

A thrilling descent from the 
Andes to the Amazon delivers 
you to the heart of the 
rainforest – and a conservation 
success story.

LAkE TITICACA
Best for floating  
villages

Venture across the deep blue 
waters of dazzling high-
altitude Lake titicaca to a 
floating island made from 
freshwater reeds.

MACHu 
PICCHu
Best for  
archaeology

take a scenic train ride into the 
high Andes to encounter these 
incomparable Inca ruins, a 
maze of precision stonework 
perched on the mountainside. Doris Bravo serves up her speciality –  

cuy casserole. ‘I feel very honoured to be 
serving my family recipes to customers,’  
she says. ‘For me, this is where you’ll find 
the best food in the city, no doubt about it.’

WHERE TO EAT 
l the Mercado di San Miguel takes place  
every Saturday from 12.30pm (dishes from  
£2; Avenida La Marina, San Miguel). At other  
times of the week, try the Antigua taverna 
Queirolo: hearty local dishes include llama  
with potato and peanuts (mains from £6; 
antiguatabernaqueirolo.com).

SACRED 
VALLEY
Best for rural life

Explore the villages and craft 
traditions of this agricultural 
region and witness a way of 
life that has remained largely 
unchanged for centuries.



above The semi-arid landscape 
of the Sacred Valley follows 
the urubamba River north of 
Cuzco – the area has been 
farmed for centuries
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A single condor soars overhead against  
a clear blue sky, spreading its wing tips 
like fingers as it rides warm currents in  
the air. From its high viewpoint, the 
surrounding farmland must resemble  
a jumbled patchwork of muted greens, 
yellows and browns. Small plots of corn, 
beans, potatoes and quinoa stretch down 
in fields and terraces into a steep valley 
where the rushing Urubamba River flows. 
To the east, the landscape rears abruptly 
upward in a horizon-length wall of 
colossal Andean peaks. 

This is the Sacred Valley, the ancient 
food belt of the Incas, where much of 
Peru’s agricultural fare is harvested to  
this day. In the tiny village of Maras in  
the dust-coloured centre of the region, 
however, the main product is salt. 
Cascading down a steep mountainside  
like a terraced, all-white chequerboard is  
a series of shallow pools flowing with 
water from a briny underground spring, 
drying to form flakes in the sun. 

The village, huddled closely amid miles 
of open farmland to the south, was built in 
the mid 16th century and seems scarcely  
to have changed since. Long, straight  
rows of adobe-block houses form a cross- 
hatched network of narrow alleyways  
up and down a steep hillside, each roof  
ridged with rows of terracotta tiles, 
mottled with moss and age. In the small 
town square, local ladies gather to trade 
woven fabrics and exchange gossip, 
several with babies affixed to their backs 
by brightly patterned slings. 

Around the corner, an 84-year-old 
artisan, Teodosio Argandona Caviedes, 
soaks and stretches a hat made from woven 
rice straw over a carved wooden mould, 
pulling down hard with fingers knobbled 
from long years of work. There is barely 
room to move in his tiny, cluttered 
workshop, lined with sober brown men’s 
hats and – in contrast – the jaunty, white 
top hats worn by ladies in this region. 
They are, unfortunately, not for sale, he 
tells visitors with a polite smile. 

Squinting in the glare from the sun on 
the paving stones underfoot, a farmer by 
the name of Amilcar del Castillo Velasco 
shows the way up to his house, which  
is perched at the top of the village with  
views over the surrounding fields. After 
years in nearby Cuzco, he has recently 

returned to Maras with his elderly  
mother for a quiet life in the countryside. 
‘There is not a lot of money here,’ he says, 
‘but there is a living culture, with crops 
and animals. Sometimes when I’m 
working, speaking the local language,  
and looking out over these mountains,  
I think I know what it was like for my 
ancestors to live in this place.’ 

Amilcar ducks his head to enter the 
doorway to his ancient, low-ceilinged 
home, full of rustic furniture and 
decorative weavings. His mother, Carmen, 
emerges from the kitchen with bowls of 
quinoa soup, to be followed by a pot of 
strong black coffee. Amilcar picks up  
the charango guitar and begins to play  
a repertoire of traditional Quechua  
songs that have echoed around these 
mountains for generations.

WHERE TO EAT
l Amilcar del Castillo Velasco offers lunch and 
dinner in his home: local specialities such as a 
quinoa soup with carrot, fava beans and onions 
(meals from £4.50, pre-booking essential; Punku 
Mayor 192; 00 51 984 654 057).

SACRED VALLEY
Best for rural life
miles into your trip: 386
tAke A one-hour flight from limA to cuzco in 
southern peru; pick up A hire cAr And drive for 
just over An hour to mArAs in the sAcred vAlley.

Located in the heart of the Sacred Valley,  
Casa Andina Valle Sagrado is surrounded  
by mountains and overlooks the Urubamba 
river. rooms have hacienda-style décor  
and terracotta-tiled roofs. For star-gazing 
guests, there’s even a small planetarium 
(rooms from £65; casa-andina.com).

WHERE TO STAY

Casa Andina  
Valle Sagrado
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Teodosio Argandona 
Caviedes holds a 
traditional handmade 
top hat worn by local 
women – adornments 
are used to identify  
a particular village
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RighT Machu Picchu's grassy 
central plaza divides the 
ceremonial area (left) from  
the residential quarters
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It was a hot, dry day just over 100 years ago 
when a long-limbed university professor  
by the name of Hiram Bingham swung a 
machete through endless lengths of forest 
and snake-infested underbrush to emerge  
on a mountainside above the Sacred Valley. 
The year was 1911 and the view that greeted 
him was the sprawling, vine-covered 
remains of the Inca citadel, Machu Picchu. 

Today, the journey to the site is rather more 
straightforward. It’s just after 6.30am when 
the first bus arrives from the nearby town of 
Aguas Calientes, headlights flashing in the 
shadowy pre-dawn. Sleepy-eyed visitors 
disembark and trudge uphill, joined by 
considerably wearier trekkers who have 
hiked for three days through the surrounding 
mountains on the ancient Inca Trail. They 
chat and laugh as they follow the steep, 
winding track around the forested side of the 
hulking Machu Picchu (‘Old Mountain’ in 
the Inca’s Quechua tongue), turn a corner 
and head up a flight of time-worn steps. 
Then, silence falls. 

Stretching ahead is a maze of stone ruins 
– the higgledy, roofless remains of temples, 
houses and workshops – on a high saddle of 
land flanked with grass-topped terraces that 
step down and abruptly drop hundreds of 
metres to the valley floor. Looming above  
is the hulking form of Wayna Picchu, a 
rounded mountaintop covered in tufty green 
foliage and swathed with wisps of cloud. 
Suddenly, the very tip of the peak is set 
ablaze by the morning sun and, as the group 
watches, slow-moving golden light flows  
like warm honey down the mountainside.

Hiram Bingham wasn’t the first to 
discover these ruins – local farmers guided 
him to the spot and several Quechua 
families were living at the edge of the 
complex – but he soon brought international 
attention to an area overlooked for hundreds 
of years. Decades of archaeological 
investigation and analysis of artefacts 
(around 45,000 of which Bingham spirited 
away to Yale University, only to be returned 
to Peru in 2012 following a court order) 
revealed that Machu Picchu had been an 
Inca settlement of more than 500 people, 
abandoned in the mid 16th century. 

The reason for building it in such a remote 
and vertiginous location remains a mystery, 
as does its method of construction. The 
growing daylight reveals no mortar joining 
the huge granite stones used in the buildings’ 

construction, yet most are so perfectly 
shaped that not even a hair’s breadth 
separates them. There are also several 
theories as to why the settlement was 
abruptly abandoned just a century after  
its construction – a sudden epidemic of 
smallpox or malaria, advancing Spanish 
conquistadors – but no-one really knows.

Attempting to unpick these mysteries  
are Roberto Ccahua and his team of 
archaeologists. They emerge on to a terrace 
below the main lookout, digging and sifting 
the dusty soil in the latest stage of their 
slow, methodical excavation of the site’s 
30,000 hectares. ‘The process cannot be 
rushed,’ Roberto says. ‘I think of the site like 
an old lady. When you want to uncover a 
wall or building, it’s like surgery – you must 
be very careful not to cause an injury. You 
wouldn’t want to hurt your grandmother: 
that’s how I feel about this place.’

He gives a slow, crinkle-eyed smile and 
returns to his work, moving to where a 
maintenance team is painstakingly pulling 
tufts of grass from a drystone wall by hand. 
The terrace ridges stretch around the sides 
of the site until they disappear into the 
forest, overgrown by trees and vines as thick 
as a man’s arm. In the middle distance, all 
traces of stonework disappear behind a 
dense curtain of jungle, promising the 
possibility of more ancient secrets to be 
uncovered in the centuries to come.

FuRTHER InFORMATIOn
l Entry to Machu Picchu costs £40 (machupicchu-
tickets.net). Be sure to book in advance as entry is 
limited to 2,500 visitors per day.

MACHu PICCHu 
Best for archaeology
miles into your trip: 466
cAtch the trAin from uruBAmBA for A scenic two- 
And-A-hAlf-hour journey up to AguAs cAlientes, 
from where it’s A short Bus ride to mAchu picchu.

Set amid 12 acres of forest a short walk from 
Aguas Calientes station, the rooms at the 
Inkaterra Machu Picchu Pueblo hotel feature  
traditional patterned blankets and pottery 
handcrafted by local artisans. the restaurant 
serves up tangy tomato gazpacho, lamb  
shank or spiced chicken with quinoa (rooms 
including dinner from £300; inkaterra.com).

WHERE TO STAY AnD EAT

Inkaterra Machu Picchu 
Pueblo Hotel

from ToP Precision 
stonework at Machu 

Picchu; the train from 
urubamba; terraced 

fields surround the site
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There is no such thing as a moment of 
silence in the rainforest. By daylight, a 
chorus of bird song fills the air: the shrill 
squawking of huge, metre-long macaws 
flapping overhead in multicoloured pairs, 
the surprised-sounding whistle of a nearby 
toucan, the strange plop-chirrup of a 
russet-backed oropendola rocking on its 
leafy perch. By night, there’s the thrum-
throated call of amphibians and the 
screeches of far-off spider monkeys, all 
underscored by a million cicadas buzzing 
like chainsaws under a clear, starry sky.

An astonishing abundance of life is 
evident in every moss-covered, bug-
burrowed inch here at the Manu  
Learning Centre, part of a 7,000-square-
mile Biosphere Reserve in the southwest 
corner of the Amazon basin. Its small 
cluster of neat, palm-roofed lodging huts  
is surrounded by a thick wall of foliage 
that conceals the bustles and crashings  
of everything from woolly monkeys and 
tapirs to boa constrictors. 

Yet less than 40 years ago, a large part  
of the centre’s 600 hectares was a private 
hacienda, clear-cut and planted with  
cacao and banana crops. Since becoming 
part of the protected Manu Biosphere 
Reserve in 1977, the area has been slowly, 
inexorably reclaimed by the forest, and 
now the scientists and volunteers at the 
centre head out each day on a series of 
boot-suckingly muddy jungle tracks to 
monitor its progress.

Krista Karlson, an 18-year-old 
environmental science student, fetches a 
bucket to fill the feeding trays that attract 
butterflies, ready for counting. ‘We 
sometimes use squashed banana to draw 
them in,’ Krista says in a soft North 
American accent, ‘but they love anything 
really smelly, so today we’re using fish 
guts.’ She holds up her bucket in 
demonstration, wrinkling her nose. 
‘Butterflies are really kinda disgusting.’

These colourful creatures that seem to 
rise in swirling, kaleidoscopic vortexes 
along every path – including rainbow-
splotched harmonia mantles and regal 
blue morphos, big as bats – are not simply 
monitored for their beauty. They are what’s 

known as ‘indicator species’, signifying 
that the regenerated forest is a habitable 
environment once again.

‘When people hear about all the logging 
and destruction of the rainforest, it causes 
a sense of despair,’ says zoologist Andy 
Whitworth, a lanky Mancunian who ducks 
under a low-hanging branch on his path. 
‘But this project has proven that logged 
areas can regenerate over time. Our 
research shows that up to 90 per cent of  
the species from the virgin areas can live  
in secondary rainforest like this. It gives 
people hope. There is a way.’

During his time here, Andy has spotted 
pumas, ocelots and notoriously shy jaguars 
in the surrounding forest, but today he  
is excited by a rather smaller find. It’s a 
katydid, a large green bug shaped like a 
grasshopper, with vicious-looking serrated 
mandibles. ‘I’ve never seen one of these 
here before,’ Andy says. 

Promptly, the katydid bites him on  
the finger. Andy takes in a sharp breath 
through clenched teeth. ‘Well,’ he says 
with a grimace, ‘I’m in his environment, 
not the other way around. I suppose he can 
do what he likes.’ He grins ruefully and 
sucks his injured finger before heading 
deeper into the jungle.

FuRTHER InFORMATIOn
l For details about the Manu Biosphere reserve 
and the Manu Learning Centre see crees-manu.org

miles into your trip: 736
trAvel By trAin And shuttle Bus to cuzco, from 
where it's A spectAculAr drive northeAst Across 
the mountAins And down into mAnu nAtionAl 
pArk. the finAl stretch is By BoAt.

MAnu nATIOnAL 
PARk 
Best for conservation

above from lefT A katydid; cock 
of the rock; krista karlson (left) 
and friend monitor butterfly 
activity; Panacea prola 
amazonica. righT The Alto  
Madre de Dios river is a remote 
southern tributary of the Amazon 

the Manu Learning Centre is set on the  
Alto Madre de dios, a  tributary of the 
Amazon river. there are comfortable 
wooden huts with shared bathroom facilities, 
and home-cooked meals are included. A 
four-day round-trip tour from Cuzco, with 
two nights at the Learning Centre and one at 
the Cock of the rock Lodge, costs from £360 
per person; crees-manu.org).

WHERE TO STAY AnD EAT

Manu Learning Centre

T H E  P E R F E C T  T R I P
Peru
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Christa Larwood is a contributing 
editor at Lonely Planet Traveller; her 
recent travels have included Paris and  
an epic journey from London to Sydney.

below uros longboats are 
made from the same totora 
reeds used to build houses – 
and the islands themselves
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In the middle of Lake Titicaca, on a  
floating island made of reeds, lives Dora 
Uispelujano, a brightly dressed, middle-
aged woman with an infectious cackle. 
Sitting cross-legged in a circle with her 
friends, Anna, Maria and Helena, she lists 
the advantages of a life on the water. ‘Well, 
you don’t have to pay any taxes,’ she says. 
‘And if your neighbours are too noisy, you 
can just cut your anchor and float away. 
Hasta la vista!’ This is followed by an 
eruption of laughter and the women’s 
fringed braid tassels swing as they throw 
back their heads.

The Uros people live on the Peruvian  
side of South America’s largest lake, which 
stretches 50 miles to Bolivia in the east.  
In a tradition going back to pre-Inca times, 
the Uros shun life on land and instead use 
stacks of the lake’s freshwater reeds, called 
‘totora’, to create broad floating platforms to 
live on, up to a quarter of a hectare in size and 
around four metres thick. More than 50 of 
these man-made islands are dotted across the 
horizon, housing some 1,000 Uros. Their huts 
are constructed almost entirely of rushes, but 
a scorching sun reflects off dozens of solar 

panels affixed to their gabled roofs.
A rough mechanical puttering sound is 

carried in on the breeze. A local girl of just 
eight or nine, dressed in a fluorescent pink 
smock, weaves deftly between the islands in 
a small dinghy, passing alongside the huge 
golden forms of traditional reed longboats 
with rearing puma figureheads. 

Dora circles her island home, leading  
the way with a flat-footed walk that  
could best be described as a waddle,  
a result of four decades spent navigating 
the squishily yielding, unsteady terrain. 
Here, she gestures, is the family’s hut –  
a low-ceilinged space with bright, 
embroidered furnishings. There is the 
woven reed pen where she keeps her heron 
chicks and a broad open space where her 
husband dries his daily catch of bony river 
fish in the harsh midday sun.

Life here is not always easy, Dora explains. 
A new layer of dried reeds is needed every 
two weeks to maintain the island, and many 
people suffer from rheumatism as a result of 
days spent sitting on damp ground. 

‘But it is safe,’ she says emphatically.  
‘Not like out there.’ With a distinct look  
of suspicion, she gestures toward the 
mainland, where the city of Puno lies out of 
sight in the distance. ‘Here on the islands, 
once our children know how to swim,  
there are no dangers.’ Then, suddenly,  
she grins and a gurgle of laughter bubbles  
up from deep within. ‘Unless your anchor 
gets cut when you’re asleep and you wake 
up in Bolivia. Then you’d need a passport. 
We prefer Peru.’

FuRTHER InFORMATIOn
l Boat tours from Puno to the Uros floating islands 
from £30; peruadventurestours.com

LAkE TITICACA 
Best for floating 
villages
miles into your trip: 1,141
drive BAck to cuzco, then BoArd A one-hour 
flight to juliAcA in peru’s fAr south. from  
here, it's A one-hour drive to puno on the 
shores of lAke titicAcA.

next Month: THE PERFECT 
TRIP TO kEnTuCkY

It’s possible to stay on the main floating island 
of Uros in a small reed hut with basic shared 
bathroom facilities (£25 per night; ultrapop.
org/uroskhantati). But for a comfortable hotel 
with magnificent views across Lake titicaca, 
there’s the Libertador, positioned on its own 
(non-floating) island to the east of Puno town 
(rooms from £90; libertador.com.pe).

WHERE TO STAY

Libertador

5454

from lefT To righT 
Village kindergarten;   
a young night heron 
kept for food;  
weaving reeds

from lefT To 
righT Reed 

sculpture; totora 
reeds; the 

kindergarten 
playground

from lefT To righT 
Village huts; Dora 

uispelujano; villagers 
in traditional costumes

WHERE TO EAT
l Mojsa is a family-owned restaurant in Puno’s town 
centre, serving up traditional Peruvian dishes, from 
fresh trout ceviche with sweet potato and maize to 
alpaca tenderloin with elderberry sauce (mains from 
£7; mojsarestaurant.com).
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